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The Education Funding Agency publishes school places scorecards to enable everyone to see:
the challenges local authorities face in making good school places available
funding given to local authorities
local authorities’ progress in providing school places
1. How to use the school places scorecards
You can look at the school place situation for any local authority in England using the school places
scorecards. To do this, use the drop-down option at the top of the scorecard to select your chosen local
authority. The list is arranged in alphabetical order. You can look at primary or secondary places by using
the adjacent drop-down option.
When a different local authority is selected, or the education phase is changed, the figures and charts in
the scorecard will automatically update to reflect the chosen local authority and phase. This means that
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you can compare the position in your own local authority with other local authorities.
2. Quantity
You can see how much progress your local authority is making in providing sufficient school places by
looking at the quantity measure.
The first portion of the bar shows the places already added, the second portion shows the places planned
and the final blue portion shows the estimated number of places still to find. Local authorities with relatively
small blue bars are making the best progress.
It is important to take care when making comparisons using the quantity measure. Some local authorities
have long-standing place pressure, whereas for others it has emerged more recently. Those experiencing
long-standing place pressures will have had more chance to demonstrate that they can add large
quantities of places.
Estimating place pressure in future years relies upon the forecasts of pupil numbers made by local
authorities. We have included two graphics, which illustrate the forecasting accuracy of the selected local
authority. The blue arc swings from left to right to show under forecasts and over forecasts respectively.
The bar extends to the position of the local authorities’ forecast in the range of all local authorities
forecasts.
3. Preference
You can use the scorecard to see how well your local authority is able to meet parents’ school preferences.
The scorecard shows the percentage of applicants who received an offer of a place in one of their top
three preferences for entry in September 2015, in your local authority. This is presented alongside the
same percentage for England. The chart breaks down the percentage of applicants who received and offer
of one of their top three preferences to those who received an offer of their first, second or third
preferences.
4. Quality
You can check the quality measure to see where your local authority is choosing to add school places, and
whether this tends to be in good and outstanding schools or not.
The quality measure bars show the number of new places added in your local authority according to the
Ofsted rating of the school in which they have been added. The typical position is for around 85% of places
to be added in good or outstanding primary schools, and 89% of places to be added in good or outstanding
secondary schools.
You can also change the measure to look at key stage 2 or key stage 4 performance instead of Ofsted
ratings.
the starting position for local authorities is different and some have more good or outstanding schools to
add places to - which is why we also provide the overall distribution of school places by Ofsted rating in
the local authority chosen, and for England
when deciding upon which schools to expand, some good or outstanding schools may be on sites that
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are not suitable for expansion
we have used the most recent Ofsted rating available and places may have been added before or after
that rating was given
where schools have amalgamated between 2013 to 2014 and 2014 to 2015 we have only used an
Ofsted rating when we can be sure the rating is for the post amalgamation school
5. Cost
You can use the scorecard to see the whether the average amount spent on each school place is relatively
high or low compared with other local authorities.
The types of projects have been split into permanent expansions, temporary expansions and new schools.
They have been separated so that you can compare more similar groups of projects between local
authorities.
It is important to take care when making comparisons. Some local authorities have small numbers of
projects to add places, so cost comparisons become very dependent upon the nature of individual projects.
6. More detailed information
If you want to know more detail on how the figures are constructed, please go to the ‘information’ and
‘technical notes’ sheets of the scorecard document.
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